Sejong Clover

Sejong Clover is a new type of leisure space providing various spare time activities for everyone including public officials, locals and shopping mall users, an urban resting place providing a break in city life, and an open space breathing with nature by realizing a passive architecture. Designed in the form of a four-leaf clover which contains a sports center embodying a three-leaf clover, symbol of happiness, along with Multi-dimensional Park, this Sejong Clover is a public venue and communication space embracing the government office as well as the happiness of local people. This project is composed with three programs including a multi-purpose hall, futsal field and pool. And as a public facility, the center will be used by public officials in the morning or in the late evening as well as by local people for the rest of the time. Three facilities work as an individual central point, and an in-between space among them becomes a public street. This public street is a shared space and local community venue which connects those facilities and shapes an urban street completely opened to the public. Shared by both local community and government, Sejong Clover deconstructs the boundary between the site and its surroundings by bringing neighboring programs into the site. And it rearranges those programs by redefining the relationship among facilities. This process comes up with a public space "Shared Street" which enables communication with the local community while expanding into it to redesign urban space and produce a new shared value. On the other hand, the Multi-dimensional Park introduces commercial/ cultural programs and helps to create a parking space flowing with nature through a rich natural lighting and ventilation as well as a green sports complex exhibiting a new value of city.

Prize winner Tomoon Architects & Engineers, Choi Ki Cheol, Lee Soo Yul + Kounjeong Architects & Engineers, Kim Jong Moon + Park Yeol,
Kwangwoon University Location Jeonju-dang, Sejong Use Sports and Neighborhood facilities Site area Aboveground - 16,033.00m² + Underground - 22,218.00m² Building area 10,521.00m² Gross floor area 38,926.00m² Building coverage 68.12% Floor space index 83.99% Building scope 52, 2F Structure RC, SC Exterior finishing Aluminum steel plate, T42 Low-E triple glass Parking 407